Course highlights
In depth regulatory update on the new
supervisory standards affecting ALM
Insights from practitioners on what
businesses desire from stress tests
Learn the importance of dynamic ALM
strategy capable of quick-fire change

Discuss the economic factors set to
negatively impact on bank balance sheets
Analysis of how the banking industry will
have t adapt to accommodate lower-forlonger interest rates
Detailed presentation on funds transfer
pricing methodology, and the businesscritical role it plays
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About the course

Who should attend?

Asset-liability management has ceased to be
the relatively simple task of monitoring and
managing net interest income. Since the crisis,
plummeting base-rates and demanding new
regulation has applied firm pressure on ALM
functions to carry out in-depth funds transfer
pricing analysis of businesses and to more
prudently manage liquidity risks associated
with dealing in capital markets. The demise of
stable interbank money markets, the sovereign
deficit crisis, plans to ring-fence retail deposits,
repo and securities market reform and newly
integrated collateral and liquidity requirements
loom large over many financial institutions;
the economic consequences remain at
best difficult to predict, at worst potentially
crippling. The challenge for those working
within asset-liability management is how to
plan and proceed with a robust ALM strategy
that remains capable of being dynamic
and flexile in the face of multiple economic
scenarios. Risk magazine has invited a group
of experienced professionals to contribute to a
two-day training seminar covering these issues.

This seminar is intended to provide training
to risk management professionals in financial
institutions, as well as regulatory bodies and
advisory firms. However, Risk welcomes any
individual with an interest in the course material.
Specific job tiles/functions include:
– ALM
– Strategy
– Funding
– Modelling
– Treasury
– Liquidity Risk
– Interest Rate Risk
– Fixed Income
– Funds Transfer Pricing
– Regulatory Advisory
– Treasury Trading
– Stress Testing
– Balance Sheet Management
– Capital Management
– Collateral Management

Venues
London
Thistle Kingsley Hotel
36-37 Bloomsbury Way
London WC1A 2SD
New York
The Downtown Conference Center
157 William Street
New York, NY 10038

Book now
call—
+44 (0) 207 004 7473 / +1 (646) 736 1854
email— training.delegates@incisivemedia.com
web— incisive-training.com/bankingalm
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Each session will feature a talk from an expert tutor, to be followed by time for questions and group discussion on the subject raised.
The speaking faculty for this course includes:

LONDON

NEW YORK

Jeroen Lamoot,
Financial Stability and Policy Expert,
Belgium National Bank

Charles Richard,
Co-founder,
QRM

Prof. Moorad Choudhry,
Head of Business Treasury,
Global Banking & Markets,
Royal Bank of Scotland

Marshall Auron,
Vice President Supervision,
Federal Reserve Bank Charlotte

Mario Onorato,
Senior Director,
Balance Sheet Risk Management,
Algorithmics
Amit Kalyanaraman,
Head of Product Risk Management,
Retail Bank Treasury,
Barclays
Gabor Winkler,
Group Head of ALM,
Raiffeisen Bank

Andy Jobst,
Chief Economist,
Bermuda Monetary Authority
Matthieu Royer,
Managing Director,
Credit Agricole
Amiel Goldberg,
Managing Principle,
Goldberg and Hohmann LLC

Colin Johnson,
Senior Manager,
Group Balance Sheet Management,
Lloyds Banking Group

Book now
call—
+44 (0) 207 004 7473 / +1 (646) 736 1854
email— training.delegates@incisivemedia.com
web— incisive-training.com/bankingalm
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Course Tutors:

London – 15 & 16 March 2012
New York – 22 & 23 March 2012

Coming up in 2012

Can’t find what you’re
looking for?
Incisive Training values our delegate
feedback and is always looking for new
ideas and suggestions for interesting
topics you would like to see produced
as a training course. If you would like to
submit a subject area or have a topic you
would like to see covered at one of our
training events please contact
Helen Carty via
helen.carty@incisivemedia.com

Basel 2.5 to Basel III: Challenges and Objectives
for Risk Management:
London 16 & 17 February
New York 23 & 24 February
www.incisive-training.com/basel
Managing Liquidity Under Basel III
London 27 & 28 February
New York 1 & 2 March
www.incisive-training.com/liquidity
Solvency II – Risk Management Frameworks
London 1 & 2 March
www.incisive-training.com/solvencyii
Marcello Minenna on Derivative Pricing and
Model Calibration
London 15 – 17 February
New York 25 – 27 April
www.incisive-training.com/derivativepricing
School Of Energy Risk Management
London 6 – 8 March
www.incisive-training.com/schoolofenergy
Market Data, Reference Data and Technology
Training
London 19 – 23 March
mailto:trainingdelegates@incisivemedia.com
Patrick Hagan on Fixed Income
London 23 & 24 February
New York 27 & 28 February

Book now
call—
+44 (0) 207 004 7473 / +1 (646) 736 1854
email— training.delegates@incisivemedia.com
web— incisive-training.com/bankingalm
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London Thursday 15 March 2012
Day

1

0900

1230

Impact of new regulation for ALM and funding
	– The new global regulatory framework: Basel III
		– Capital
		– Leverage ratios
		– LCR and NSFR liquidity coverage
	– Regulatory incentives and reasoning behind Basel III
	–	Important outstanding issues in liquidity coverage regulations
	–	Capital management under Basel III and impact on the balance sheet
	–	What are the recognised implications on risk, liquidity management
and treasury functions?
	– Implications for business models within the bank
	– Implications for banking industry
	– Countercyclical measures and asset-liability management
	–	IFRS accounting measures and the implications for ALM and balance
sheet management

Registration

A regulatory update
	– Restoring confidence in the banking sector: EU/US measures
	– Term funding guarantee scheme
		– Rejuvenating unsecured funding markets
		– Avoiding further deleveraging in the banking sector
	– Strengthening bank capital and liquidity
		– International and regional initiatives
		– Initiatives to formulate reporting and monitoring standards
		– Proposed timeline and progress to date

1445

Morning Break

Managing the balance sheet through uncertainty
	– ALM best practices pre-crisis
		 – Basic theories
		 – Hedging and securitisation
	–	Perceived characteristics of the crisis that have placed a new emphasis
on asset-liability management
	– New roles and management functions for ALM
	– The role and required skills of the ALM committee
	–	The modern role of the treasury in relation to business front offices
		– Accuracy of funding curves
	–	New governance processes and the challenges they are presenting
	–	The developing relationship between ALM and the CRO/risk managers
	–	The broad steps that can be taken to control ALM during the current
period of uncertainty

nightmare”
	– Traditional techniques for managing interest rate risk
	–	How will lower for longer interest rates hamper the banking
industry?
	– What is the risk to profitability and risk management?
	– What does this mean for ALM and treasury functions?
	– Methods for the analysis of net interest-rate margin
	– Various factors incentivising banks to increase retail deposits
	–	How do retail clients respond to market compared with other
clients?
	– Scenario analysis for retail business
		– Historical observations and examples
		– Business expertise
	– Stress testing analysis for non-maturing liabilities
	– How will Vickers report compound this effect?

London Friday 16 March 2012
Day
Asset-Liability Management Analysis and
Global Liquidity

0830

Registration

0900

Bank internal funds transfer pricing (FTP): business best practice for

			
			

1230

Lunch

1330

Dynamic asset-liability management and resolution

1500

Afternoon break

	– How will central bank monetary policy affect funding
	– Late 2011 central bank liquidity action
		 – Response of the markets
	–	Role of the European Central Bank in averting a funding
and liquidity crisis
	– Role of the Federal Reserve
	–	Sovereign solvency crisis: possible developments and
concerns for ALM functions

1130

Book now

Close of day one

1530	The effects of Central Bank liquidity provision

Morning Break

Scenario analysis and stress testing framework
	– How does stress testing contribute to effective ALM?
	– Establishing an efficient and organised stress testing framework
	–	How a stress testing function might be integrated into treasury
operations
	– Benefits of effective stress testing
		– Forward looking assessments: how ready are we?
		– Allows analysis of impact of stress periods
	– Regulation on stress test validation and reporting

1630

planning
	–	Stress testing as the basis for establishing triggers and earlywarning signals for strategy
	– Reverse stress testing
	– Important factors for stress testing results to communicate
		 – Potential losses
		 –	Impact on profitability of portfolio/business line/
institution
		 – Liquidity shortages and risks under stress
		 – Capital allocation
	–	Roles and responsibilities to ensure strategic measures are
implemented in timely and cost effective manner
	– FSA CP 11/16: a model for managing ALM in stressed periods

constructing the TLP curve and implementing the optimum FTP model
	– Objectives of the internal funds transfer pricing model
		– Liquidity risk component
		– Interest rate risk component
		–	Correct pricing of liquidity and correct cost of stressing the balance sheet
		– Desired resource allocation and accurate PnL reporting
	–	Business best-practice approaches to constructing the internal risky
funding curve:
		– Market inputs
		– The most appropriate interpolation model
		– Smoothing mechanisms
		– Longer time periods
		– Qualitative judgement
	– Necessary market and internal data
	– Communicating FTP curve to the business
	– Formalising funding policies for different business lines
	– Implications for business models within the bank: driving behaviour
		– Trading book
		– Banking book
		– Retail: assigning FTP to non-contractual maturity products

1100

Afternoon break

1515	Lower-for-longer interest rates: managing the banks’ “worst

1100

2

Lunch

1330

Asset-Liability Management
and the On-going Crisis

0930

1030

London – 15 & 16 March, 2012
New York – 22 & 23 March, 2012

1630

Close of course

in

call—		 +44 (0) 207 004 7473 / +1 (646) 736 1854
email— training.delegates@incisivemedia.com
web—		 incisive-training.com/bankingalm

Banking Asset-Liability
Management
New York Thursday 22 March 2012
Day

1

0900

1330

I mpact of new liquidity risk regulations and stress testing
regulation
	– The Basel liquidity risk framework: overview
	– Important outstanding issues in liquidity risk regulations
	– ALM decisions under Basel III and impact on the balance sheet
	– Systemic liquidity risk
	–	Liquidity risk stress testing under the IMF Financial Sector Assessment
Program (FSAP)

Asset-Liability Management
and the On-going Crisis
Registration

0930

1430

A regulatory update
	– Restoring confidence in the banking sector
	– Strengthening bank capital and liquidity
		 – International and regional initiatives: Basel III and Dodd-Frank
		 –	Federal Reserve initiative to improve formulate reporting and
monitoring standards
		 – Proposed timeline and progress to date
	– New regulatory structure and objectives

1030

nightmare” and associated interest rate risks
	– Traditional techniques for managing interest rate risk
	–	How will lower for longer interest rates hamper the banking
industry?
	– What is the risk to profitability and risk management?
	– What does this mean for ALM and treasury functions?
	– Methods for the analysis of net interest-rate margin
	– Various factors incentivising banks to increase retail deposits
	–	How do retail clients respond to market compared with other
clients?
	– Scenario analysis for retail and corporate business
		 – Historical observations and examples
		 – Business expertise
	– Stress testing analysis for non-maturing liabilities

Morning Break

Managing the balance sheet through uncertainty
	– ALM best practices pre-crisis
		 – Basic theories
		 – Hedging and securitisation
	–	Perceived characteristics of the crisis that have placed a new emphasis
on asset-liability management
	– New roles and management functions for ALM
	– The roles and required skills of the ALM committee
	– The modern role of the treasury in relation to business front offices
		 – Funding, liquidity and interest rate risk units
	– New governance processes and the challenges
	– The developing relationship between ALM and the CRO/risk managers
	–	The broad steps that can be taken to control ALM during the current
period of uncertainty

1630

2

	–
	–
		
		
	–
	–
	–
	–

Asset-Liability Management analysis and
repercussions for business units
Registration

1230

0900

Analysing funding implications of financial market downturn and volatility
	–	Analysing the implications and managing reduced net-interest rate margins
		– Deposit based funding
		– Term funding
		– Scarce currencies
	– ALM role in organising cross-currency funding
	– Managing basis risk
		– Poor inter-bank market
	–	Introduction to stressed analysis of funding sources: ALM role and working
with risk
	–	Implications for business models within the bank: FTP analysis
		– Objectives of funds transfer pricing model
	– Externally sourcing funds cheaply
	– Internally analysing profitability of business units
		– Necessary market and internal data
	– Liquidity risk component
	– Interest rate risk component
		– Industry approaches to producing a FTP curve:
	– Roles and responsibilities
	– Intra-day curves
	– Longer time periods
	– Qualitative judgement

1030

Close of day one

Lunch

New York Friday 23 March 2012
Day

0830

Afternoon break

1500	Lower-for-longer interest rates: managing the banks’ “worst

1100

1230

London – 15 & 16 March, 2012
New York – 22 & 23 March, 2012

Scenario analysis and stress testing contractual cash-flows
Behavioural analysis and liquidity
– Scenario modelling customer behaviour
–	Analysing implications of negative/stressed behavioural scenarios
Interest rates moving
Changing competitive environment
Crisis examples
Regulation on stress test validation and reporting

Lunch

1330

 ynamic asset-liability management and balance sheet
D
resolution planning
	–	Stress testing as the basis for establishing triggers and earlywarning signals for strategy
	– Reverse stress testing
	– Important factors for stress testing results to communicate
		 – Potential losses
		 –	Impact on profitability of portfolio/business line/institution
		 – Liquidity shortages and risks under stress
		 – Capital allocation
	–	Roles and responsibilities to ensure strategic measures are
implemented in timely and cost effective manner
	– Communicating effectively with senior management
	–	Regulatory Resolution Planning concepts: helpful model for
managing ALM in stressed periods

1500

Afternoon break

1530

The effects of Central Bank liquidity provision
	– How will central bank monetary policy affect funding
	– Late 2011 central bank liquidity action
		 – Response of the markets
	–	Role of the European Central Bank in averting a funding and
liquidity crisis
	– Role of the Federal Reserve
	–	Sovereign solvency crisis: possible developments and concerns for
ALM functions

Morning Break

1100

ALM scenario analysis and stress testing framework
	– How does liquidity stress testing contribute to effective ALM?
	– Establishing an efficient and organised stress testing framework
	–	How a liquidity stress testing function might be integrated into treasury
operations
	– Benefits of effective stress testing
		 – Forward looking assessments: how ready are we?
		 – Allows analysis of impact of stress periods

1630

Close of course

in

Book now
			
			

call—		 +44 (0) 207 004 7473 / +1 (646) 736 1854
email— training.delegates@incisivemedia.com
web—		 incisive-training.com/bankingalm
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Registration & payment details
I would like to book:
Price
Early Bird 		

Standard

London
NewYork

£2599*
$4499

(before 10 February 2012)

£2209.15*
$3824.15

(after 10 February 2012)

Risk magazine subscribers save 20%. Please add your subscriber discount below:

*Price excludes VAT@20%

(Discounts cannot be combined)

Please complete the form below in BLOCK CAPITALS.

London 4977/12
New York 4978/12

Email
Title

First name

Family name
Job title / Position
Department
Company
Address
City
Post/zipcode

Country

Telephone (direct)
Telephone (main)
Fax
Approving manager
Training manager
Please note that payment must be received prior to the start of the event. A pro-forma
invoice will be forwarded to you automatically should you not provide details with
your booking.
I have enclosed a cheque made payable to Incisive Financial Publishing Ltd.
Please debit my:
Amex

Visa

Mastercard

Maestro – Issue number

Card no:
Expiry date

CVS

Account address if different from above

I have read and agree to the terms and conditions:
Signature
Date
Incisive Financial Publishing Ltd. VAT No: GB 7569 78165 For companies in EU member states only.
Please write your VAT/TVA/BTW/IVA/ MCMS/MWST/FPA number here:
Payment is required prior to the event. If you require an invoice please inform us stating whether
you need an original or a fax copy. We accept company cheques, credit cards and bank transfers.
Please allow a minimum of seven working days for a bank transfer to reach us and phone or fax us
when it has been sent. Please state the event name and delegate name to which it relates.

Book now
call—
email—
fax—
web—

+44 (0) 207 004 7473 / +1 (646) 736 18
training.delegates@incisivemedia.com
+44 (0)20 7504 3730
incisive-training.com/bankingalm
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Your fee

Your registration fee includes morning/afternoon refreshment, lunch and your
documentation pack. Book online or fax the completed form with your credit
card details, or follow up the provisional reservation with a cheque made
payable to Incisive Financial Publishing Ltd. In order that we process your
registration with maximum efficiency, we request that a copy of this booking
form accompanies your payment.

Subscriptions

If you currently don’t subscribe to Risk magazine please contact
karen.griffith@incisivemedia.com for more information

Accommodation

Please see website for more information

Customer Services
London Office

mail— ConferenceAdministration,
Incisive Media, Haymarket House,
28-29 Haymarket, London,
SW1Y 4RX, UK
call— +44 (0)870 240 8859
fax—
+44 (0)20 7504 3730
email— conf@incisivemedia.com

US & Canada Office

mail— ConferenceAdministration,
Incisive Media, 55 Broad Street,
22 Floor, NewYork,
NY10004, USA
call— +1(646) 736 18880
fax—
+1 (646) 390 6612
email— conf@incisivemedia.com

Warning: Risk is a registered trademark, and the title, contents and style of this brochure are the copyright of Incisive
Media. We will act on any infringement of our rights anywhere in the world. © Incisive Media.
Cancellation: A refund (less 10% administration fee) will be made if notice of cancellation is received in writing three
weeks before the event. We regret that no refunds can be given after this period. A substitute delegate is always
welcome at no extra charge.
Disclaimer: The programme may change due to unforeseen circumstances, and Incisive Media reserves the right
to alter the venue and/or speakers. Incisive Media accepts no responsibility for any loss or damage to property
belonging to, nor for any personal injury incurred by, attendees at our conferences, whether within the conference
venue or otherwise. *All discounts must be redeemed when booking, discounts will not be valid or applied after this
time. Incisive Financial Publishing Ltd reserve the right to decline any discount offers and this offer cannot be used
in conjunction with any other offer.
Incorrect mailing, data protection: If any of the details on the mailing label are incorrect, please return the brochure
to our database administrator at Incisive Media so that we can update our records and ensure that future mailings
are correct. Please find our mailing address and fax details above.
By registering for this training course, Incisive Media* will send you further information relating to this event. In
addition we will send you information about our other relevant products and services which we believe will be of
interest to you. If you do not wish to receive other relevant information from Incisive Media via a particular medium
please tick the following relevant boxes: Mail Phone Fax Email . Incisive Media will also allow carefully
selected third parties to contact you about their products and services. If you do not wish to receive information
from third parties via any of the following media please tick the relevant boxes: Mail Phone Please tick if you
are happy to receive relevant information from carefully selected third parties by Email and Fax . Please
remember that if you choose not to receive other literature you may miss out on some exclusive offers.
*For a list of companies included in Incisive Media please see our website – www.incisivemedia.com/dataprotection

